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10 DIVES, 2 SNORKELLING



What to expect

This itinerary is made with the intention of enjoying your

time on a less frequented island. We will be doing 10 dives

over 7 days around the bay and off Dhonfanu, and 2 trips to

Hanifaru Bay.  In Hanifaru Bay, only snorkelling is allowed. It is

a designated UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.

We are going to Manta Land. Join us on our

cinematography expedition to the less frequented island

of Dhonfanu, just 10 minutes off Hanifaru Bay. We will be

visiting the bay around the full moon time with the

expectation of seeing a hundred Manta Rays congregate in

a feeding frenzy. It will be a sight to behold and have an

intimate encounter with. 

Diverse Pelagic Life

About diving

The Ocean Blue team will be on a cinematography expedition on

this trip, and hence we will be doing our diving focused on

capturing the underwater world from behind the camera.  If you

are interested in learning about UW photography and trying your

hands on it, as well as wanting to observe the process, consider

joining us on this trip!

Cinematography



Includes
> 10 dives (advanced open water divers and above)

> 2 Snorkel sessions in Hanifaru Bay
> Hanifaru Bay entry fees

> Bed and Meals (2x/day, 8 nights, 9 days, twin sharing)
> Island/domestic transfers (via Sea Plane & Boat)

> Local taxes

Excludes
> Flights (approx ₹18000 return, Bangalore ⇔ Male)

> Equipment Rentals (you pay directly to the dive shop)
> Camera equipment (you can rent from the dive shop)

> Dive Insurance (From the dive shop)
> Visa charges, if applicable

> Staff gratuities
> Individual expenses

$1800/person



Additional Stuff

Photography Requests (₹5000/person)

Here are some additional ways in which you can make your
diving experience better,  add some new skills as a diver, or

get some of your underwater memories captured in
pictures. Contact us for more details.

Get your underwater memories and experiences captured in
photos. While you will get some photos shot by our team
during the dives, you can have some personal memories

captured in frames, if you wish to. 
Limited number of requests accepted.



DM us for 
more details!

@theoceanblueshop

theoceanblueshop@gmail.com

www.oceanblue.shop/travelwithus

Suhas, +91-7337703463





Ocean Blue Imaging is the media and cinematography
division of Ocean Blue. Our passion for the ocean and
storytelling drives us to create short films, images, and
creatives that best help foster a love for the ocean and its
lifeforms.
@oceanblueimaging




